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1 OVERVIEW
Switch the ‘Stat is the designated program for recovering mercury-containing thermostats
in the province of Manitoba. Mercury-containing thermostats are defined as products that
use a mercury switch to sense and control room temperature through communication with
heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment. The program is administered by the
Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute of Canada (HRAI) on behalf of the
thermostat manufacturers, supported by the Canadian Institute for Plumbing and Heating
(CIPH) and delivered by Summerhill Impact.
The Manitoba Stewardship Plan for Mercury-Containing Thermostats is the approved fiveyear plan for recovering these products, and spans a timeline of April 1, 2011 to March 31,
2016. The program has just completed Year Three of delivery, from January 1 to December
31, 2013, and the activities conducted during this period will be the focus of this report.
The aim of the program in 2013 was to build on the foundation laid in 2012 with a particular
focus on increasing the number of collection points and thermostats collected, while also
working to increase awareness of the program amongst the general public. This approach
saw the program meet then exceed all of its Year Three Targets, as described in the
following executive summary. The program also met a key accessibility target of having
registered collection points in each of Manitoba’s eight regional districts, making this the
most successful year for the program to-date.
As per the requirements under the Household Hazardous Material and Prescribed Material
Stewardship Regulation, this report has been prepared to summarize the program activities
during 2013, and will be posted on the program website at www.switchthestat.ca.
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The program’s performance is being measured in the following ways:
Measure

Target

Total achieved in 2013

% of target

Participants

75

77

103%

Collection totals

910

992

109%

Communications




Functional
website
500 brochures
distributed




Website up to date:
294 visitors from MB
1,150 brochures
distributed




n/a
225%

As the chart demonstrates, the participation and collection targets for 2013 have not only
been met, but have been exceeded. Participation has increased by 60% since December 31,
2012, and collection total have increased by 100%.
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3 SUMMARY OF 2013 PROGRAM ACTIVITY
During the course of the 2013 calendar year, a number of activities were undertaken to
expand the reach of the program in the province of Manitoba. The following sections
provide an overview of major program activities from January 1 to December 31, 2013.

3.1 Collection Channel and Facility Development
Switch the ‘Stat continues to operate by collecting thermostats through existing businesses
and infrastructure, referred to in the program plan as collection channels. The program uses
one main collection channel (HVAC contractors/wholesalers) and two secondary collection
channels (drop-off locations and send-back option) to recover mercury-containing
thermostats. The ongoing development of these collection channels in the province of
Manitoba was the most important outcome of 2013 program activities. To achieve the Year
Three target of 75 collection points by the end of December 2013, the following activities
were undertaken. It should also be noted that the program manager met with GMES in
October to discuss new potential ideas for 2014 and to ensure that no opportunities were
being missed. Examples of marketing materials supporting the following initiatives can be
found in Appendix A.
Initiative

Ongoing outreach with HRAI national
office:





Spring review article
Fall review article
Bi-weekly newsletter
HRAI Accomplishment List

Ongoing outreach with Canadian
Institute for Plumbing and Heating
(CIPH) national office:


CIPHEX Roadshow

Details







Information about the program and
a call to register were included in
the HRAI Spring & Fall review
newsletters, sent to all HRAI
members, as well as in the biweekly e-newsletters.
Information about StS
accomplishments was included in
the HRAI Accomplishment List,
accompanying renewal letters were
sent to all HRAI members
CIPH provided StS with a free booth
at the CIPH Exhibition (CIPHEX)
Roadshow New Product Showcase
in Winnipeg
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Reached

HRAI

Contractors/
wholesalers

CIPH

Contractors/
wholesalers
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Targeted outreach through HRAI MB
chapter:



Distribution of materials
Connection to Manitoba Hydro

Outreach with MCAM (Mechanical
Contractors Association’s Manitoba
chapter)




StS info on MCAM website
StS promoted in e-newsletter
StS participation in MCAC New
Supplier Showcase

HPAC/Canadian Contractor ads & eblast



StS continues to work closely with
the MB chapter of HRAI to reach
out to their members, and identify
other opportunities to promote the
program, as well as promoting the
program on their website



StS provided program materials and
information to MOPIA to distribute
at events
MOPIA connected StS with an
interested representative from
Manitoba Hydro, leading to a new
registration and future outreach
opportunities

Website
Flyers distributed at events

Outreach with Manitoba Ozone
Protection Industry Association
(MOPIA)





Print ads in four issues
E-blasts to subscribers in
Manitoba and British Columbia











MCAM offered its full support to
the StS program and promoted the
program to approximately 80 of its
members via the web and an enewsletter.
StS participation in the New
Suppliers Showcase at the
Mechanical Contractors Association
of Canada annual conference and
tradeshow in Winnipeg
Ads appeared in March, April, and
October issues of HPAC and April
issue of Canadian Contractor
E-blasts to MB and BC subscribers
in May and November had a reach
of 3,300 viewers each

HRAI MB
Chapter

Contractors/
wholesalers

MOPIA

Contractors

MCAM

Contractors

n/a

Contractors/
wholesalers




Contains 3 eco-tips from StS
Features StS logo and URL

Green
Manitoba

Public; send
back/drop off

Green Manitoba website
(http://greenmanitoba.ca/pros/)




Provides key program info
Links to switchthestat.ca

Green
Manitoba

Public; send
back/drop off

Recycle Manitoba website
(http://www.recyclemanitoba.ca/)




Provides key program info
Offers interactive list of materials
and drop-off locations
Links to switchthestat.ca

Manitoba
stewards

Public; send
back/drop off

Eco calendar


100,000 copies distributed to
235 communities across MB
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Association of Manitoba
Municipalities



Ad in 2 issues of Municipal
Leader
Info at AMM annual convention

Team Up to Recycle Event (Polo Park
centre court)




Radio PR
Supplement in Winnipeg Free
Press
One day event in Polo Park
Centre Court











Print ad in Summer and Fall issues
of Municipal Leader, the Magazine
of Association of Manitoba
Municipalities
Brochures and info at AMM annual
convention at Green Manitoba
booth in expo
Supplement in Winnipeg Free Press
to promote event
Radio interview prior to event with
event organizer (Take Pride
Winnipeg’s Executive Director, Tom
Ethans)
Public awareness event for all
Manitoba stewardship programs
Booth with brochures, etc set up in
Polo Park Centre Court on October
26, 2013

AMM,
Green
Manitoba

Public

Manitoba
PROs,
Take Pride
Winnipeg

Public

3.2 Communication and Marketing Materials
In 2013, the program focused on building on the foundation laid in 2011 and 2012 by
expanding the audience reached by Switch the ‘Stat messaging. Key areas of focus in 2013
were:





Broadening reach and variety of communication efforts to non-participants (particularly
contractors and wholesalers) to encourage new registrations and ultimately increase
collection results;
Strengthening communication to current participants in order to keep participants engaged
and, in turn, increase collection results;
Extending communication to the general public about the program and how they can
participate.

To these ends, a variety of educational and marketing materials were used to reach these
three key groups. It should be noted that many of these materials are similar to materials
used in 2011 and 2012, because of the successes achieved during those years. These
materials are described below.
1. Program Website: The program’s website, www.switchthestat.ca, continues to be the
primary educational tool, and features content directed at educating contractors and
wholesalers as well as the general public. This site provides a comprehensive overview of
the program, education about mercury and the dangers it presents, an interactive map of
drop-off locations that is searchable by postal code or by map and updated in real time as
2013 Switch the ‘Stat Annual Report – Manitoba
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participants join the program, and an online registration form for residents who want to
return a thermostat using the send-back option. The site is also kept up-to-date with
cumulative totals of thermostats and mercury vessels that have been collected and the
weight in kilograms of the mercury that has been recovered.
2. Promotional Resources (updated in 2013): The Switch the ‘Stat website also features an
exclusive section that can only be accessed by registered collection locations and program
supporters who have been given the link to this part of the site. This exclusive section was
updated in 2013 to include special promotional resources for participating collection
locations to use while reaching out to the public about thermostat recycling. The
promotional resources portion of the website can be found at
www.switchthestat.ca/resources and includes a variety of digital resources for participants
to use to promote the program, such as downloadable Switch the ‘Stat logos to add to their
own promotional materials, as well as web banners that can be added to a webpage or an enewsletter to promote their participation in the program. In 2013, additional resources for
program supporters were developed, for organizations that are not program participants
but still want to promote the program.
3. Introduction letters: As with previous years, each collection kit issued to a newly registered
collection location contains an outreach letter that includes educational information about
the program and about mercury. These letters are important educational tools that help
develop commitment from newly recruited participants. These letters also help new
participants with their future outreach to the public, by providing them with information
about the importance of recycling mercury-containing thermostats.
4. Thermostats Only Stickers: Throughout 2013, “Thermostats Only” stickers were found to
prevent materials other than mercury-containing thermostats from being recovered in the
Switch the ‘Stat collection containers. These stickers continue to be placed on all collection
containers before they are shipped to participants and act as a visual reminder that only
thermostats are accepted in the collection containers, as per the shipping regulations in the
province of Manitoba and the goals of the program.
5. Posters: Two versions of promotional posters are continually available for participants to
use in displays on-site at the collection locations.
6. Brochures: A stack of printed brochures was provided to participating collection locations
for distribution to their customers (in the case of contractors/wholesalers) or at public
events, throughout 2013. These brochures include facts about mercury and information
about the Switch the ‘Stat program that is used to educate customers and the public.
7. Monthly Newsletter: In order to improve communication with existing participants, a
monthly e-newsletter was launched in May 2012. Throughout 2013, the newsletter kept
participants up-to-date with program news and events, and encouraged them to continue
collecting as many thermostats as possible. The newsletter has three main sections: key
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news/information; “Stat Chat,” which addresses FAQs; and a version of the results counter
from the switchthestat.ca homepage, which shows cumulative collection totals to date.
8. Collection sweep postcards: In 2013 two collection sweeps were conducted, during which
participants were asked to return their collection kit if it was at least half full. These
collection sweeps occurred in May and September and reached all Switch the ‘Stat
participants. In each case, the sweep was announced in the Switch the ‘Stat e-newsletter,
and supported by a postcard with reminder information as well as a “request for more
materials” form. The post cards also featured a section where participants could indicate if
their collection kit was not yet half-full, meaning that they would not be participating in the
sweep.
9. Print ads and e-blasts (expanded in 2013): Print ads were published in all 7 issues of HPAC
magazine, a national trade magazine reaching HVAC and plumbing contractors with a
readership of 18,500, and its sister publication, Canadian Contractor, which reaches
renovation and residential contractors with a readership of approximately 30,000. As part of
this marketing strategy, four e-blasts, in March, May, July and September, were sent to
HPAC’s online base of 600 subscribers in Manitoba. Additionally, ads were included in the
Summer and Fall issues of the Municipal Leader, the magazine of the Association of
Manitoba Municipalities.
10. Banner stands: In 2012, versatile and eye-catching banner stands were developed to
support in-person events such as trade shows. These banner stands were used successfully
throughout 2013 at 3 in-person meetings throughout 2013.

Examples of each of these materials can be found in Appendix B to this report.

3.3 Results of Education and Outreach Efforts
According to the program plan, the success of Year Three education and outreach would be
measured by the number of brochures distributed during the program year (aiming for a
minimum of 500), as well as by the availability of a fully operational and up-to-date program
website.
Brochures
Throughout 2013, 750 brochures were distributed to registered collection locations (with 25
brochures given out to each of the 30 new registrants that signed up in 2013). Additionally,
200 brochures were provided to Green Manitoba to distribute at public facing events, and
approximately 200 brochures were distributed at other program events. Therefore, a total
of 1,150 brochures were distributed throughout 2013, far exceeding the minimum
requirement.
Website
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The program website has been operational since April 1, 2011, and is updated on a monthly
basis with collection results, and in real time with new participating contractors/wholesalers
and drop-off locations. An analysis of website statistics shows that the website incurred
5,610 visits from January to December 2013. Out of these visits, 294 were specifically from
the province of Manitoba.
The program plan also states that Switch the ‘Stat will be promoted on the Green Manitoba
website. This site was re-launched on May 9, 2012, and the Switch the ‘Stat program is
being represented on the site (http://greenmanitoba.ca/hrai/).
As the program expands throughout Manitoba, the educational/communications plan will
also evolve to continually reach new audiences and increase awareness.

3.4 Collection Facilities
The target number of collection points across Manitoba for Year Three is 75, across all
collection channels. Through outreach efforts described in section 3.1, 30 new participants
registered for the program between January 1 and December 31, 2013. Combined with the
48 existing participants (and taking into account 1 participant who left the program) there
were a total of 77 registered participants as of December 31, 2013.
The participant who left the program was Lennox Industries of Canada; there were 2
registrations for the same location, so one was eliminated.
The following chart provides information regarding the businesses that registered during
2013, including the types of business registered, if they have opted to be a drop-off location
and the city where the business is located.
Businesses newly registered in 2013:
Company Name
4 Seasons Heating & Cooling
AC Environments
Bert's Refrigeration
Black & McDonald Ltd.
Cheguis and son
Cobbe’s Plumbing & Heating Ltd.
Derksen Plumbing & Heating (1984) Ltd.
DMD ELECTRIC LTD.
Glen's Plumbing
Global Mechanical Inc.
Hanover School Division
Kozak Plumbing & Heating Ltd
Lennox Parts Plus
Local 254 Plumber and Pipefitter union
Lowe Mechanical Services Ltd.
Manitoba Hydro
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Type
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Municipal
Contractor
Wholesaler
Contractor
Contractor
Municipal

Drop Off
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

City
Winnipeg
West Saint Paul
Blumenort
Winnipeg
West Saint Paul
Portage La Prairie
Winnipeg
Traverse Bay
Whitemouth
Winnipeg
Steinbach
Carman
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
11

McMechan Plumbing & Heating
Miller Environmental Corporation
Paul's Plumbing & Heating Ltd.
Pennlite Electrical And Mechanical
Polar Plumbing and Heating
Responsible Electronics Recycling
Sinclair Supply Ltd.
Smart Electric
Systech Mechanical Services
Tech-Air Ltd
Tradesman Mechanical
Wolseley Mechanical Group
Wolseley Mechanical Group
Wolseley Mechanical Group

Contractor
Recycling Centre
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Recycling Centre
Wholesaler
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Wholesaler
Wholesaler
Wholesaler

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Melita
Winnipeg
Thompson
Steinbach
Winkler
Selkirk
Winnipeg
Carberry
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg

While the majority of the participants are from the Winnipeg Regional District, significant
efforts were made to expand the reach of the program throughout 2013 and the program
now has representation in all eight regional districts in Manitoba.

3.5 Collection Process
The collection process for 2013 remained unchanged from previous years of operation.
Upon registration, all collection points received start-up collection kits as described in the
approved plan, including a collection container (which is United Nations approved for
shipping mercury-containing waste), a pre-paid return waybill, a welcome letter and
instructions, a transportation agreement to complete and return to Summerhill Impact, and
promotional materials, including brochures and posters.
In terms of the processing facility, the program continues to use Aevitas in Ayr, Ontario,
where the thermostats are dismantled and accounted for in a report that is sent to
Summerhill Impact on a monthly basis. As per the stewardship plan, the metals and plastics
remain in Canada for recycling and the mercury vessels are shipped to Bethlehem
Apparatus in Pennsylvania, US, where they are crushed; the glass is purified and sent for
recycling and the mercury is distilled for reuse or long-term storage.
The Switch the ‘Stat collection process is described in the following chart:
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Figure 1. Switch the ‘Stat collection process for Manitoba

3.6 Reducing Environmental Impacts
Through the Switch the ‘Stat program, all components of the recovered thermostats are
recycled, including the plastics, metals, glass, mercury and any electronics associated with
the thermostat. As of December 31, 2013, the breakdown of materials recovered and
recycled from the province of Manitoba included:
 1,259 mercury-containing vessels, including 357 loose vessels, which were clipped from
thermostats and returned loose in pails;
 737 intact mercury-containing thermostats;
 30 electronic thermostats;
 19.50 kilograms of metals; and,
 39.75 kilograms of plastics.

The recyclability of mercury-containing thermostats cannot be improved, nor can the
reusability of these products because they are obsolete. New programmable thermostats
are more environmentally responsible as they contain no mercury and reduce energy
demands (as compared to older set-back models). Further, it is dangerous to attempt to
reuse mercury-containing thermostats due to potential incompatibility with newer HVAC
systems, thus replacing them with newer thermostats and recycling the older models is the
best choice for reducing the environmental impact of these products.
Because Switch the ‘Stat is already able to recycle 100% of materials recovered through the
program, efforts to continually reduce environmental impacts have centered on improving
the program’s collection processes. One area of focus has been the reduction of non2013 Switch the ‘Stat Annual Report – Manitoba
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thermostat materials which are sometimes sent back in collection pails. Efforts have
included communications with participants, and the development of the “thermostats only”
stickers (as described in section 3.2) for the inside of the collection pails to act as a reminder
for participants.
The program also focuses on reducing air emissions by eliminating unnecessary shipping
during collection sweeps. To do this, the program requests that only participants with
collection kits that are at least half-full return them at the time of the sweep. This means
that only participants who had a full container will be shipped a new, empty container.
Another area of waste reduction can be found in the re-use and recycling of the collection
kits themselves. Switch the ‘Stat cleans and reuses collection kits several times prior to
having them recycled, when they are no longer fit for containing mercury products.
Finally, the program also ensures that any non mercury-containing thermostats that are
collected are also responsibly recycled. As noted above, 30 electronic thermostats were
collected in 2013, and the plastic, metal and electronic components of these thermostats
were all recycled, rather than entering the waste stream.
As the program expands and matures, additional reductions in environmental impact will be
sought in order to ensure the program is effective in having a positive outcome for the
environment, as well as the citizens of Manitoba.

3.7 Consistency with Pollution Prevention and Four “Rs” Hierarchy
As per the stewardship plan for mercury-containing thermostats, pollution prevention
efforts have continued to focus on recycling, rather than reduction/redesign or reuse. The
breakdown as to why recycling is the preferred management technique out of the four “Rs”
is provided below.
Reduction/redesign: The main environmental concern with thermostats is the mercury
contained in many older models. While many of these thermostats may still be in use, they
are no longer made by the major manufacturers and are no longer sold in Canada. New
thermostats have been redesigned to eliminate mercury and to help reduce energy
consumption.
Reuse: The plan does not encourage the reuse of old thermostats collected through this
program for the reasons described below:


Our primary goal is to collect old mercury-containing thermostats and ensure that
the mercury and other component parts are properly managed, not to see them in
continued use.



Old non-mercury-containing thermostats may not meet the technical/safety
specifications of new HVAC systems and do not have the same ability to reduce
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energy use that new programmable thermostats do, and therefore we recommend
that these be recycled rather than reused.
Recycle: As per the program plan, the thermostats recovered from the province of
Manitoba are counted, documented, dismantled and recycled. The components from the
thermostats are separated and recycled as follows:


The plastic components recovered are of mixed types, which are baled together and
then sold to manufacturers to be used in new products in a 30/70 mix of recycled to
new plastics.



The metals collected are a mix of iron, nickel and aluminium which all have high
reuse/recycling value.



The glass vials containing the mercury are sent to Bethlehem Apparatus, where the
glass vials were crushed and glass and mercury were separated. The mercury is
quadruple distilled and sent for resale/reuse in products and processes, or put into
long-term storage (depending on market demand). The glass is crushed, distilled and
sent for recycling in fibreglass applications. The latest shipment of mercurycontaining vessels was sent to Bethlehem Apparatus on February 5, 2013. Appendix
C contains the manifest for this shipment.

100% of the materials collected by the program in 2013 were recycled in accordance with
the program plan and the principles of pollution prevention.

3.8 Recovery Rate
The following table depicts information on the recovery rate achieved by the Switch the
‘Stat program during the period of January 1 to December 31, 2013. The results achieved
are compared against the target rates from the program plan for Year Three operations.
Expected vs. Actual Product Recovery Rate for Mercury-Containing Thermostats For Year
Three: January 1 to December 31, 2013
Year 3 Targets*

Results Achieved

% of target Achieved

Number of
Thermostats
Collected

910 thermostats

737 thermostats

81%

Number of loose
vessels collected

n/a

357

n/a
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Total thermostat
equivalent (using
industry standard
conversion rate of
1.4 vessels per
thermostat)

n/a

992

109%

*As a requirement, results from the previous calendar year must be included in annual reports. The official
program year for Switch the 'Stat does not fall on a calendar year, but instead runs from April 1-March 31. For
simplicity sake, the 2013 program results have been compared against the full year 3 program targets in this
report. If a pro-rated target that combines a portion of the targets from program year 2 and program year 3
were to be used, the target would be 848 rather than 910 (using 3 months of Year 2 targets and 9 months of
Year 3 targets). Using this pro-rated target that follows the actual program year, the rate of target
achievement would be 87%, instead of 81%

Although all participating collection locations are encouraged to return only intact
thermostats, loose mercury vessels are occasionally returned as well. Using the industryaccepted standard of 1.4 switches per thermostat, the number of loose switches returned
in 2013 is equivalent to 255 thermostats. The adjusted total of thermostats collected in
2013 is then 992, which is 109% of the targeted amount. The 2014 program plan aims to
continue the successful strategies that were deployed in 2013, and to build on these
successes to continue to meet program targets.

3.9 Summary of Research and Development Efforts
The approved Manitoba Stewardship Plan for Mercury Containing Thermostats indicates
that research in the form of a survey would be undertaken during Year One of program
operations. The survey is intended to determine the percentage of Manitoba homes that
still have mercury-containing thermostats and the average rate of their removal. This survey
was to be administered through participating contractors/wholesalers during the first year
of program implementation; however, due to the relatively low number of registrants
during the first development year, the survey was strategically deferred until approximately
50 participants were available to answer (to garner statistically valid results).
A voluntary survey was launched to all program participants in December 2012/January
2013 to all program participants. Of a total 222 respondents from across Canada, 12 were
from Manitoba; meaning that responses came from a representative sample of 16% of the
total Manitoba registrant base. Some key findings are as follows:




The majority of respondents are residential HVAC contractors
Respondents work with small numbers of thermostats (0-50/year)
42% of respondents think it that all mercury-containing thermostats will be replaced in the
next 10 years; 50% think it will take 15 years.
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Now that the program has achieved a registrant base of 77 participants, a follow up survey
will be conducted in 2014 and attempts will be made to engage a larger number of
respondents, thereby building on these results.
In another effort to determine the percent of mercury-containing thermostats in Manitoba,
and in accordance with the plan, all types of thermostats (i.e., mercury-containing and nonmercury-containing set-back models as well as programmable) are currently being
recovered. In this, the program gathers hard data on the actual percentage of mercurycontaining thermostats as opposed to electronic thermostats removed from Manitoba
homes and businesses. As stated above, in 2013 737 mercury-containing thermostats were
recovered by the Switch the ‘Stat program in Manitoba, whereas in 2012, 202 were
collected. This is a 265% increase in the collection of mercury-containing thermostats from
across Manitoba. During this same period, 30 electronic models were recovered, versus 2 in
2012—a 1400% increase. While the number of electronic thermostats collected still
represents only 4% of the overall total, it is still important to note that this number
increased. Going forward, it will be useful to continue compare this data against the results
from the survey, as well as future years of collection results to develop a strong
understanding of the percentage of Manitoba homes that still have mercury-containing
thermostats and the rate of their removal.
Another key research component for the Switch the ‘Stat program is to identify and reach
out to other industry associations whose members may work with end-of-life thermostats.
As described above in section 3.1 progress has been made with groups such as the
Mechanical Contractors Association’s Manitoba chapter. This research and outreach will
continue throughout 2014, as described below in section 6 of this report.
Research opportunities such as these will continually be undertaken as the program grows,
to ensure the best possible execution of operations in the province of Manitoba.

3.10 Financial Statements
Switch the ‘Stat does not charge eco-fees; thermostat manufacturers continue to absorb
the full costs for recovery and recycling as per the approved plan. As no eco-fees are
charged to the public, financial statements are not presented or audited for the purpose of
this annual report.

4 CONSULTATIONS
Throughout 2013, the Switch the ‘Stat program engaged in consultations to support growth
of the program in Manitoba. The program consulted with diverse stakeholder groups
including members of the HVAC industry, other Producer Responsibility Organizations
(PROs) operating stewardship programs in Manitoba, municipal administrators from across
Manitoba, and participating collection locations. Below is a summary of each consultation
initiative and the results achieved.
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Oversight Committee Meetings
The Switch the ‘Stat Oversight Committee is comprised of representatives from HRAI and
CIPH and the thermostat manufacturers that fund the program. This committee assesses
the program’s progress in the regulated provinces of British Columbia and Manitoba, as well
as throughout the rest of the country, where the program operates on a voluntary basis. In
2013, the Oversight Committee met on a bi-annual basis (in January and September) and
was provided with quarterly updates about the program’s progress.
As a result of consulting with the Oversight Committee, the Switch the ‘Stat program has
been able to procure a number of new outreach opportunities, such as industry publications
and events. Additionally, the committee provides feedback and suggestions that improve
the program’s efficiency, for example, they provide information about relevant industry
events and suggest outreach opportunities.
PRO Discussions
Switch the ‘Stat continues to participate in discussions with the other PROs operating in
Manitoba; via email and teleconferences throughout the year and via in-person meetings
timed to coincide with the November Green Manitoba/ PRO forum. This year’s PRO forum
was on October 18 and was attended by Minister Gord Mackintosh. The focus of this
meeting was to bring the Minister up to date on the collaborative outreach events and
activities that the PROs have worked on in 2013.
Municipal Administrators
In order to reach out to municipal administrators, Switch the ‘Stat had ads in several key
issues of the Association of Manitoba Municipalities (AMM), coinciding with the Spring and
Fall conventions. Switch the ‘Stat also had program information sheets and brochures
available at the Green Manitoba booth in the trade show at the Fall convention.
Participating Collection Locations
As part of the 2012/2013 participant survey, the program solicited feedback from
participants as to the best ways to continue to expand the program by attracting new
collection locations. As noted above, the information generated by this survey supported
the efforts that have been underway to promote the program. The top recommendations
for promoting the program to potential new participants were to advertise, provide
environmental education, and to reach out through trade associations. These
recommendations dovetail well with initiatives that are already underway, and will continue
to be pursued in 2014.
Consultations with this range of diverse stakeholder groups provides valuable insights to
support the expansion of the program, and will continue to be pursued going forward.
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE AUDITOR GENERAL
As per conversations with the Pollution Prevention branch of Manitoba Conservation and
Water Stewardship on March 5th, 2013, no recommendations are currently available from
the auditor general with respect to the Switch the ‘Stat program.

6 PLAN FOR 2014
As indicated in sections 3.4 and 3.8 on performance measures set out by the program plan,
Switch the ‘Stat has exceeded both the participation and the collection targets set for 2013.
The program plan for 2014 has been designed to continue the initiatives that were
successful in 2013, and to continue to access new groups of potential participants in order
to continue to meet the program targets in 2014.
The following plan for 2014 has been approved by the program’s Oversight Committee and
provides an overview of upcoming program activities that will continue the momentum
built in 2013.

6.1 Ramp-up of Existing Initiatives
Three key aspects of the 2013 plan have been identified as being particularly successful;
these activities will be continued in 2014.
Key Audience Exposure
The most successful method of increasing program participation continues to be reaching
out to HVAC contractors and wholesalers through channels that they are already familiar
with, specifically industry associations and trade publications. Targeted member outreach
has already been conducted with all of the program’s key industry partners, so engagement
in 2014 will focus on outreach through association newsletters and in person events. The in
person events will be described in the following section, which focuses on “Face to face
promotions.”
To support these outreach activities, the marketing plan from 2013 has been updated and
expanded. Responses to ads in HPAC magazine during the 2013 print run seemed to have
reached a plateau, therefore in 2014, print advertisements will appear in all 7 issues of
Mechanical Business magazine in order to reach out to a new audience. Responses to HPAC
e-blasts remained consistent in 2013, therefore approximately 4 targeted e-blasts will be
delivered again in 2014.
Face-to-face Promotions
Another key method of reaching out to potential participants is through in-person
promotions. A number of opportunities to attend in-person events in Manitoba and at
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relevant industry events have already been identified, namely a HRAI MB chapter board
meeting and the Mechanical Contractors Association Manitoba chapter AGM. Additional
opportunities will continue to be pursued as they are presented though ongoing contact
with industry association contacts.
To reach a broader segment of the industry, Switch the ‘Stat also plans to exhibit at a
number of industry focused trade shows, beginning with CMPX (Canadian Mechanical &
Plumbing Exposition) presented by HRAI and CIPH. Although the show is in Toronto, it is
attended by over 15,000 visitors, some of whom come from neighboring provinces. The
show will provide valuable exposure for the program.
Similarly, Switch the ‘Stat plans to reach out to the members of the Building Owners and
Managers Association (BOMA) at BOMEX, BOMA Canada’s National Conference and
Exposition in Winnipeg in September. The 2013 BOMEX event in Halifax demonstrated that
this is an audience that is receptive to the Switch the ‘Stat program; the 2014 event in
Winnipeg provides an excellent opportunity to expand the program’s reach in Manitoba.
CIPHEX West, presented by CIPH, is another key industry event at which Switch the ‘Stat will
exhibit. This event is held every two years, similar to CMPX, and reaches out to a similar
audience (the plumbing and HVAC industries), but focused exclusively on the Western
provinces. This year the show is being held in Calgary (the show alternates between BC and
Alberta). Between this CMPX and CIPHEX West, there should be a good representation of
attendees from Manitoba.
Finally, Switch the ‘Stat representatives will continue to attend Manitoba PRO meetings to
engage with other steward groups and representatives from government and regional
districts in order to gather feedback and explore opportunities to collaborate.
Other opportunities to attend association chapter meetings or MOPIA events will be
investigated.
Local Government Collaboration
Another key area of program development is local government collaboration. In 2014 the
program will continue to work to expand its coverage at landfills, transfer stations, and
recycling depots across the province. This initiative will serve to increase the public visibility
of the program while also increasing public access. Based on feedback from other
jurisdictions about the need for program materials that speak to the public, rather than
contractors and wholesalers, customized materials will be developed for this initiative.
These materials will be public facing and will describe the program from a consumer point
of view.
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6.2 New Initiatives
Wholesaler Engagement
The primary area of focus for 2013 was increasing participation numbers to meet the
targets set out in Switch the ‘Stat’s approved stewardship plan. In order to continue to meet
the participation and collection targets, the primary focus on the 2014 plan will be on
engaging participating wholesalers and recruiting new wholesaler branches.
The goal of engaging current wholesaler participants is to increase program awareness and
collection numbers. New program materials are being developed that will increase the
program visibility at wholesaler locations, including posters that more prominently identify
the locations as drop-off points, stickers that can be displayed in the window or on
contractors’ vans, and brochures to provide more information about the program. These
materials will be sent to all participating wholesaler locations along with an employee
engagement letter to ensure that all key employees are familiar with the program, and with
the new materials. The letter will also include suggestions as to how to display the program
materials and collection container.
In addition to the engagement of current wholesaler participants, outreach to unregistered
wholesaler branches will be conducted. A list of all relevant wholesalers has been compiled,
identifying gaps in current participation. The Switch the ‘Stat team will reach out to
unregistered locations to increase participation. The team will also receive support from the
Oversight Committee to reach out to contacts at the wholesaler head office level to attempt
to engage multiple branches at once. All new wholesalers who register will receive the new
materials and employee engagement letter.
Outreach to Training Groups
Training and certification programs are another outreach channel that will be pursued in
2014. Some preliminary communication with training groups was initiated in 2013, but
outreach will begin in earnest in 2014. By recruiting participants just as they are beginning
their careers in the HVAC industry, it is the program’s hope that our stewardship activities
will become ingrained in the way these members do business. Program representatives
continue to work on building relationships with relevant training groups and developing
opportunities to reach out to apprentices, or HVAC contractors who are upgrading their
skills.

6.3 Ongoing Communication with Program Participants
Ongoing communication with program participants was a successful component of the 2013
plan, and will continue through 2014. The program’s monthly e-newsletter will continue
throughout 2014, sharing key program news with participants, and providing them with an
additional channel through which they can reach out the program manager. Over the
course of 2013, the list grew from 658 to 770, an increase of 17%. The newsletter has an
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average open rate of 33%, which is 11% higher than the industry average. This statistic
demonstrates the success of the newsletter; participants are reading the emails and
engaging with the content.
Another form of ongoing communication is the collection sweep. In 2013, the number of
collection sweeps was increased from one to two. Collection results during both sweeps
were high, so the bi-annual sweep schedule will be continued in 2014, with sweeps being
conducted in May and September. Prior to each sweep, a postcard will be sent to all
participating collection locations asking them to send back their collection container if it is
at least half-full, and to confirm that they are still actively participating in the program. The
goal of the sweeps is to remind all participating collection locations in Manitoba to return
their collection containers regularly, and to ensure that all active participants are, in fact,
actively collecting thermostats. The sweeps also provide the opportunity to ensure that all
participants have the most up to date materials.
These communication efforts will improve the overall quality of the program for
participants. It is likely that this will also increase the volume of thermostats that is being
collected from active participating collection locations, as they will be thinking of the
program more often and returning pails more regularly.
Finally, the increased travel to Manitoba that was initiated in 2013 in order to develop and
maintain relationships with industry association contacts and to take advantage of in person
outreach and recruitment opportunities will be continued in 2014.
As the plan for 2014 progresses, continual improvements will be prioritized, ensuring the
delivery of an efficient and effective thermostat recovery program in Manitoba.
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7 CONCLUSION
Switch the ‘Stat made significant headway in increasing program participation and
collection numbers over the course of 2013. By focusing on continuous improvement,
remaining flexible and open to opportunities and by following a well developed plan for
2014, HRAI and Summerhill Impact are confident that the program will continue to meet or
exceed its approved targets going forward. In doing so, Switch the ‘Stat will continue to
address the thermostat recycling needs of the citizens of Manitoba.
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8 APPENDIX A – EXAMPLES OF OUTREACH MATERIALS
8.1 Events
CIPHEX Roadshow:
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Mechanical Contractors Association New Supplier Showcase:
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8.2 Partner Promotions
HRAI MB homepage:
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Mechanical Service Contractors of Canada website:

MCAM website:
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Green Manitoba:
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Recycle Manitoba:
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Bartle & Gibson (wholesaler) web:
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9 APPENDIX B – COMMUNICATION & MARKETING MATERIALS
Program Website:

Online program resources:
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Introduction letter:

Thermostats Only Sticker:
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Posters:
Small (8.5 x 11”)
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Large (17 x 22”)
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Brochure:
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Monthly Newsletter:
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May Collection Sweep postcard:
Front

Back
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September Collection Sweep postcard:
Front

Back
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HPAC ads and eblasts:
Print ad

eblast
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Banner Stands:
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10 APPENDIX C - RETORT MANIFEST
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11 APPENDIX D - MANITOBA ANNUAL REPORT REVIEW OVERVIEW
The following is a concise overview of key program details, based on the Manitoba Annual
Report Review template. This section is intended to provide a quick reference to some key
pieces of program information, with references to the appropriate sections of the report to
find more detailed information.
General Program Characteristics
Act and Regulation

The Waste Reduction and Prevention Act, CCSM c W40; Household Hazardous
Material and Prescribed Material Stewardship Regulation (MR 16/2010); Household
Hazardous Material and Prescribed Material Stewardship Guideline (2010-01E, May
2011).

Performance Targets and Measures
Act and Regulation

Guidelines

Stewardship Plan and
Approval Letter



Section 16(1) of the Household Hazardous Material and Prescribed Material
Stewardship Regulation states “Within 90 days after the end of the fiscal year,
an operator must provide to the minister an annual report summarizing the
program activities of the operator in the fiscal year and containing audited
financial statements covering the program for the fiscal year.”



Collection system should have a radius of approximately 50km for rural areas;
15 minutes travel time in urban areas; other measures for remote and northern
areas (e.g., events) (Section D-2, page 4).



May include: sale and recovery data, municipal waste composition study results,
surveys of public awareness, the amount of waste material collected and
processed by service providers, number of collection points, proportion of
product to be managed, according to the principles of pollution prevention and
4Rs hierarchy (Section F -3, page 4-5).



Measure, monitor and report on program performance, including meeting
designated material recovery rate targets (Section B-13, page 2).



Performance to be measured on program accessibility/participation (number
and location of collection facilities), awareness.



Program to report quantities collected and diverted, recovery rate.



Stewardship plan commits to collection monitoring and target capture rates
increasing annually (Section 3.3, page 11-12).
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2013 Annual
Report
Information

Indicator
Total material generated*

No new mercurycontaining
thermostats were
manufactured or sold.

Comments
Product is obsolete;
therefore no material
is being generated.

Other Jurisdictions
Switch the ‘Stat BC:


Accessibility

Operational





# thermostats
recycled
# mercury vessels

Total material collected
(total vessels; total
thermostats; loose
vessels; revised total
thermostats assuming 1.4
vessels per thermostat;
total mercury)

1,259 vessels; 357
loose vessels (clipped
from thermostats and
returned in collection
pails); 737 intact
thermostats; 992 total
thermostats assuming
1.4 vessels per
thermostat. Total
mercury = 2.48Kg

From January 1 to
December 31, 2013.

% recovered (based on
targets identified in
approved stewardship
plan)

109% of Year Three
target

Number of units
determined through
using industry
standard of 1.4 vessels
per thermostat, as per
approved plan.

Population Coverage**

See note below

See note below

Switch the ‘Stat BC:

# Collection Sites

77

Details in Section 3.4




# Collection Events

N/A

Collection is ongoing,
not event based

# Participating Regional
Districts

8

Details in Section 3.4
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Total represents
combined total of
intact thermostats plus
loose vessels
converted to
thermostats at 1.4
vessels per
thermostat.

Weight of plastics
and metals
recycled

Collection sites
Regional district
coverage
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Communication Efforts
Undertaken (as per
approved 5 year plan)***



Awareness



Standard website
visits: 5,610 total;
294 from MB
Brochures
distributed: 1,150

Details in Section 3.3

Switch the ‘Stat BC:






Website traffic
# of promotional
materials
distributed
Outreach through
RCBC
Outreach through
regional district
channels

*It is important to note that mercury-containing thermostats have not been sold by any mercury-containing thermostats in Canada since
2008, meaning that no new products are being sold into the market. The thermostats recovered by the program are older models that are
being retired from use.
**All members of the public have access to the program through the Send-back channel, which allows people to request a small collection
pail for an individual thermostat which can then be sent directly back to the recycling facility.
***Please note that other communication efforts were undertaken over the course of the program year, but these are the only
communication efforts that are officially measured, as per the approved 5 year stewardship plan.

Material Recovery Summary (2013)
Material

Amount Generated

Amount Recovered

Mercury-containing
vessels

Mercury-containing
thermostats are no longer
sold in Canada

1,259 units

Metals

-

19.5 kg

N/A

Plastics

-

39.75 kg

N/A
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% Recovered
N/A
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